MCCAIN’S BRAIN
VERSUS AMERICAN
LIVES AND HEALTHCARE
There is no joy here in the Mudville that is
Arizona. John McCain may have been somebody that
natives like me disfavored from the start
because of his hubristic usurpation of a true
legend and son of Arizona, John Rhodes, but no
one here wanted this.
Not now. Not ever.
So the “press” such as they may be, can run all
their blathering hagiographies. Go run with
that. It’s what you do, isn’t it?
But, for now, thankfully, McCain is alive and
well. I am thankful for that.
And, I hope, at this critical juncture in life,
John McCain finds it within himself to realize
that the healthcare that has kept him alive, and
diagnosed his problems, should NOT be limited to
Congresspeople and those that married into
money. We all deserve the benefit of what McCain
has realized.
John McCain has an opportunity to stand up now
for those that have none of his storied display
of heroism, nor the benefit of his position. His
story, because Mr. McCain was born into military
care and then segued into other money and
entitlement that does not transfer to most of
us. For the common citizens he has always talked
about, yet curiously abandoned, when it counted
in close measures on the Senate floor, where has
John McCain been? Absent, that is where.
The man who lived under the press moniker
“Maverick” can ride into the famous sunset of
his adopted state by helping real people instead
of going out with the McConnell Republicans
determined to screw the populous. Who will John
McCain be?
Who will John McCain be? The elusive and

etherial “Maverick” he has always painted
himself as being? Or the reliable vote for
craven Republican policies that devastate real
citizens? Arizona, indeed America itself,
deserves the McCain always portrayed and
lionized in his numerous campaigns. Not the guy
who always defaulted to the GOP sick and craven
core.
Will John McCain have the guts and glory he is
famous for, and go out fighting for the common
American and their human rights to healthcare
and financial and educational stability? The
exact things McCain has fatuously blabbered
about and never really supported in Congress? Or
will he do better?
Who are you truly John McCain? A dying country,
in the age of Trump, wants to know.
You have a chance to now be the man you always
painted yourself to be. For the sake of this
country, please be that man.

